tiation with adequate documentation. The language is a bit complex and unclear, and the lack of figures makes it confusing to learn from this chapter; however, it is an excellent resource for the student interested in detail. The discussion of endocrine control of normal puberty is well organized, well illustrated, and excellently written; it is however current only up to 1978. The chapter devoted to abnormalities of pubertal development is also complete, well written, and current to 1980 with selected, excellent references; there are some good guidelines for evaluation of pubertal abnormalities and discussions of unusual syndromes. The thyroid physiology and pathology discussion is very complete and a bit heavy for those not intimately involved in thyroid metabolism. The Dr. Richard Selzer's latest book consists of twenty-three essays and letters recreating the feelings and joys of practicing surgery. He possesses a rare gift of constructing sentences that convey to his reader's imagination the fabric of his characters' lives. He bids us recognize the feelings that accompany the clinical symptoms, the person behind the patient. "To the patient every one of his ailments is unique."
Selzer awakens the reader to awareness of physical features, faces, and wounds which he interprets as expressions of emotion and pain. For example, in the opening essay, he inspires doctors to appreciate the beauty of the human body, to use their hands lovingly when examining a patient during physical diagnosis, "a sacred process of divination." The essay entitled "Slug" praises the hand of Nature in even its ugliest creations.
Patients can also enable physicians to learn about themselves. "Imelda" describes how a professor of surgery was transformed through his encounter with a patient in Honduras, a young woman who strove to preserve her quiet dignity despite her helplessness and poverty. Her self-respect-the thing that made her human-disturbs and alters the professor's scientific perfection. There are moments in a surgeon's life when "both he and his patient are healed." In "Brute," a fierce street fighter, hauled into the emergency room by policemen, rouses Selzer's anger, turning him, too, into a brute. He grins cruelly at his patient, strapped down like a caught animal.
Years later, Selzer reflects on that grin and how it permanently stained him with guilt. "Feet" traces the limitations of the scientific paradigm in which medicine operates. The author ponders footprints in the snow that unexplainedly stop midway across a field. He recognizes that he prefers to preserve their mystery rather than measure them or inquire logically.
Selzer presents the surgeon as Epic Hero, as Poet, as Sculptor, and as Priest. These analogies are developed with varying success. Some of these comparisons are most convincing in "The Impostor," the one piece that is not an essay, but a short story, and is one of the best in the collection. A medical orderly seeking refuge in an isolated Russian town heals peasants who believe he performs miracles. When he disappears, they erect a shrine to him and he assumes the proportions of a saint. In this story, fiction provides Selzer with the poetic license he needs to persuade us that there are other sides to the surgeon. This genre distances and frees our imagination from the actual doctors we know and see. In the other pieces, which are nonfictional essays, comparisons with artists and religious leaders often exaggerate and sentimentalize the role of the modern surgeon. Some of the metaphors employed in establishing these analogies strike the reader as awkward and inappropriate. For example, comparing the approaches of the surgeon and the internist, he concludes, "one is the stance of the warrior; the other, that of the statesman."
Selzer enriches his writing with his literary knowledge. In describing surgery, he refers to Virgil, Homer, Montaigne, Shakespeare, Melville, Kafka, and T.S. Eliot. The title of the book itself reflects the influence of the German poet Rilke's Letters to a Young Poet. However, these literary references often cloud his own literary voice. One of the finest pieces, entitled "Chatterbox," is in homage to a lonely woman who, through volunteering in a nursing home, experiences a moment of revelation about the world and her place in it. Most of the essay consists of a letter she wrote in which she describes what she learned with beautiful simplicity. She is freed of literary embellishments and her style is fresher and purer, moving the reader more effectively.
In general, Selzer writes with more strength and insight when portraying patients, other people, and places than when discussing himself and his role as a surgeon.
While he believes that surgical procedures resemble religious rituals, relating each procedural step in detail burdens his style and detracts from his message. Though at some moments his humility emerges, elsewhere he is self-congratulatory. "On Hospitals" tells of his befriending and acting charitably toward a mildly retarded hospital janitor. Yet the charity is mixed with hubris. Selzer comments, "I would strike a Great Surgeon's pose and out of the corner of my eye watch him liquify." Too often the doctor emerges as the hero. But, despite these reservations, the overall effect of this book, through its sensitive vision of humanity, will be to enlighten and amuse readers from both ends of the stethoscope. Robert Levine has created a gem of a book. Beginning with a captivatingly candid foreword, he situates himself and his creation in a context from which he not only informs but instructs, advancing his positions with reason and force. Levine's 
